
Universal Front Seat Mount 

Install Instructions  

 

 

 

 

 



1. Loosen the 4 Passenger seat bolts as if you’re going to remove the 

seat completely to create a little room for the install. You may 

need to remove them completely but there is no need to unplug 

the seat wiring. 

2. Remove the front inner bolt nearest the center of the truck 

completely if not done so in step one. 

3. Remove plastic guard around this corner of seat by removing the 

two small star bolts, one on the right inner side between the 

center console and seat (hard to find) and the other on the top of 

the seat mount (most visible) and by removing the plastic push 

clip on the back under side (hidden from view). 

 



 

 
 

4. Once plastic guard is gone, place spacer ring or washers up to 4 

washers; use of 3 is recommended to keep spacing for tightening 



and the adjustment of bolts later; over bolt hole to keep the 

bottom of the Universal Mount flat and level. 

 
 



5. Remount seat in proper place and tighten bolts about 70% until 

you get the front right bolt in through the Universal Front Seat 

Mount and started to tighten.   

NOTE: If needed remove the main brace bolt from lower arm 

assembly for extra room to put front right seat bolt back in place.  

 
 



 



6. Tighten all seat bolts and all bolts in the Universal Seat Mount 

with desired angle for Universal AR Holder. 

7. Attach the Universal AR Holder to top.   

8. Double check all bolts to assure the are tight. Especially seat bolts. 

9. Place desired firearm in Universal AR Holder and enjoy your front 

seat Gun Mount!  

****Notice Your Vehicle May Not Look The SAME…. All Pictures are 

from Ford (Most Difficult to Install) But Installs on how it goes in the 

concept is the same here for all makes available at this time. 


